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	Welcome to Construct Game Development Beginner's Guide. In this book, you will be

	learning to use the free and open source software Construct Classic to make your own

	video games from scratch.





	Construct Classic is a DirectX 9-based game creation environment for Windows, designed for

	making 2D games. Construct Classic uses a graphical event-based system for defining how

	the game behaves, in a visual, human-readable way—you do not need to program or script

	anything at all. It's intuitive for beginners, but powerful enough for advanced users to work

	without hindrance.





	So, if you have ever wanted to make video games, and haven't tried before, this book will

	help you get started!
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Pro SQL Server 2012 PracticesApress, 2012

	Pro SQL Server 2012 Practices is an anthology of high-end wisdom from a group of accomplished database administrators who are quietly but relentlessly pushing the performance and feature envelope of Microsoft SQL Server 2012. With an emphasis upon performance—but also branching into release...
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Windows Vista SecretsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
"If one book can help you master Vista, this is it." --Fred Langa, former editor-in-chief of Byte Magazine
    "These two know more about Windows than Microsoft does." --Chris Pirillo, editor of Lockergnome.com    

    Go beyond Microsoft's Help guide and discover the true secrets of Windows Vista that are essential...
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Top-Down Network Design (3rd Edition)Cisco Press, 2010

	The purpose of Top-Down Network Design, Third Edition, is to help you design networks that meet a customer’s business and technical goals. Whether your customer is another department within your own company or an external client, this book provides you with tested processes and tools to help you understand traffic...
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Building Applications for the Mac App StoreWrox Press, 2011

	In this Wrox Blox, you will learn how to obtain and access the Mac App Store from your Mac. You will also learn about the opportunities available for developers who want to venture into the Mac market. This Wrox Blox also walks you through the steps you need to perform to publish your apps in the Mac App Store. You will use the Xcode 4...
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Parallel Computing: Fundamentals, Applications and New Directions (Advances in Parallel Computing)North Holland, 1998
This volume gives an overview of the state-of-the-art with respect to the development of all types of parallel computers and their application to a wide range of problem areas.
The international conference on parallel computing ParCo97 (Parallel Computing 97) was held in Bonn, Germany from 19 to 22 September 1997. The first conference in this...
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The Definitive Guide to HR Communication: Engaging Employees in Benefits, Pay, and PerformanceFT Press, 2011

	Two experienced HR communications consultants show how to dramatically improve the effectiveness of every HR message. HR professionals know their programs are pivotal to organizational success, but they also know how difficult it is to communicate those programs effectively. Hampered by legal restrictions, highly complex...
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